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Right disfocality and criteria for right disfocality of linear difference equations are 
considered. The criteria require the positivity of appropriate minors of a Wronskian 
determinant and are analogues to criteria for the disconjugacy of linear ordinary 
differential equations and linear difference equations. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let ~={a,a+l,...,b} let ~21, and let I’= (~,~+l,...,~+~)~ 
j = 0, l,..., a. Define the n th order linear difference equation by 
Pu(m) E i cc,(m) u(m +j) = 0, (1.1) 
j=O 
where the independent variable m ranges over Z, a,(m) = 1, a,(m) # 0 on I, 
and the coefficients a,(m), 0 <j 6 IZ, are defined on I. A solution u of ( 1.1) is 
defined on I”. 
Hartman [4] defined disconjugacy of (1.1) on I” and carried many 
analogous results for linear n th order ordinary differential equations over 
to (1.1). Among these, he obtained a Polya criterion [6] and other criteria 
concerning the positivity of minors of a Wronskian determinant for the dis- 
conjugacy of (1.1) on r”, a factorization criterion for the disconjugacy of 
( 1.1) on I”, and a criterion concerning the unique solvability of a class of 
boundary value problems for the disconjugacy of ( 1.1) on I”. 
Muldowney [S] has studied right disfocality of linear ordinary differen- 
tial equations and has obtained a criterion concerning the positivity of 
minors of a Wronskian determinant for right disfocality of linear differen- 
tial equations on compact intervals. In Proposition 1 [S], Muldowney also 
obtains a criterion concerning the unique solvability of a class of boundary 
value problems for right disfocality of linear differential equations. Recen- 
tly, Eloe and Henderson [2] obtained other criteria concerning the 
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positivity of minors of a Wronskian determinant for right disfocality of 
linear ordinary differential equations. In this paper, we shall define right 
disfocality of (1.1) on I” and carry over many of the results obtained by 
Muldowney [S] and Eloe and Henderson [2] to (1.1). 
For a finite or infinite sequence of real numbers U: u(a), u(a + 1 ),..., we 
say that m = a is a node for u if u(a) =0 and m > a is a node for u if 
u(m) = 0 or u(m - 1) u(m) < 0. If the sequence u is defined on I”, define the 
sequence Au on Z’“’ by du(m)=u(m+ 1)-u(m), meI”-‘. Inductively, 
define sequences Aju on I’-‘, 2 6 j< n, by Ah(m) = A’- ‘u(m + 1) - 
A’- ‘u(m), m E I” -j, where A”u = U, A’u = Au. The difference equation (1 .l ) 
is disconjugate on I” if the only solution of (1.1) having n nodes on Z” is 
u = 0. (This is not Hartman’s [4] definition of disconjugacy, but he does 
show that this definition is equivalent to disconjugacy.) The difference 
equation (1.1) is right disfocal on Z” if the only solution u of (1.1) satisfying 
Ai-‘u has a node at mj, 1 <j<n, where a<m,<m,< ... <m,<b+l, is 
u=O. By Proposition (5.1) [4] (see Proposition 3.1), right disfocality of 
(1.1) on r” is a stronger condition than disconjugacy of (1.1) on I”. We 
shall say that u is a right focal solution of (1.1) on I” if u f 0, u satisfies 
(1.1) on I”, and A’- ‘u has a node at mj, 1 <j<n, where 
a<m, bm,6 ... dm,db+ 1. 
II. NOTATION, DETERMINANT IDENTITIES, AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let A = { Qj,,}, Uj,/ E R, j, I= l,..., n. For 1 6 i, < i, . . < i, < n, define 
Dk(i, )...) jk) = det(a,,,), j, I= l,..., k. 
The superscript k denotes the dimension of the matrix, (a,,,,}, j, I= l,..., k. 
For 1 d j d k, let I$( i, ,..., b ,..., i, ~ , ) denote the determiant of a k x k matrix 
where the Ith row is 
the jth row is 
(b , ,...r bk), biER, l<i<k, 
and the Ith row is 
tai,-,,l Y...J aiJmj,k)r j+l,<l<k. 
The following useful lemma is an application of Sylvester’s determinant 
identity [ 31. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let b=(b, ,..., bk)ERk. For each 2<j<k, 
D,k:l’(& ,..., b ,..., ikp ,) Dk(i, ,..., ik) 
= Dkp’(i ,,..., ik-,) D;p,(i,,..., b..., ik) 
+ Dk-‘(i, ,..., ik) D,“(i, ,..., b ,..., ikp,). 
Proof In Lemma 2 [S], Muldowney obtains Lemma 2.1 for j= 2. The 
lemma follows for 3 d j < k using elementary row operations and properties 
of determinants. 
LEMMA 2.2. Dk(i ,..., i+k- l)>O, 1 d id n - k + 1, 1 d k 6 n, if 
and only if Dk(i,,..., ik) > 0 for all sets of indices satisfying 
l<i,< ..’ < i, 6 n, 1 < k 6 n. 
Proof: One direction is immediate, so assume Dk(i,..., i+ k - 1) > 0, 
1 < i < n - k + 1, 1 < k < n. The proof employs a double induction on k and 
ik - i, The assertion holds for k = 1. For k > 1, assume D’(i, ,..., i,) > 0 for 
all sets of indices satisfying 1 < i, < ... < i,,< n, 1 6 1 <k. Note that 
Dk(i ,,..., i,)>O if i,-i,=k-1. Assume a>k-1 and assume 
Dk(i, ,..., ik) > 0 for ah sets of indices satisfying 1 6 i, < ... < i, 6 n, 
ik - i, < IX. Now suppose 1 < i, < .. < i, <n, i, - i, = CC. Then for some 
ie {‘k.., k}, ij- ij-, > 1. Let (b,,..., bk)= (a,,_,+ l,l,..., a+,+,,,) and apply 
Lemma 2.1. Then 
Dr:,’ (i, ,..., b ,..., ik ,) Dk(i ,,..., ik) 
= Dk-‘(i ,,..., i&,) D,kp,(iz ,..., b ,..., ik) 
+ Dkp I(&,..., ik) D;(i, ,..., b ,..., i, , ). 
By induction on k, D,k:,‘(i, ,..., b ,..., ikp,), Dkp’(i ,,..., ikP,), and 
Dkp ,(i, ,..., ik) are positive. By induction on ik - i, , D,“- ,(i, ,..., b ,..., ik) and 
D,“(i ,,..., b ,..., ikp, ) are positive. Thus, Dk(i, ,..., ik) > 0 and the proof is com- 
plete. 
Now, let U, ,..., U, be sequences of real numbers defined on IV. Let 
k E { l,..., H} and let 1 6 i, < i, < . < i, 6 n. Define 
Dk(i, ,..., i,)(m) = det{dQ- ,u,(m)}, j, I= l,..., k, 
rnEInpikf,. For a<m,Qmz< ‘.. <m,<b+n-ik+l, define 
Dk(i, ,..., i,; m ,,..., mk)=det{d+‘u,(mi)}, j, I= l,..., k. (2.1) 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2, we obtain the following result: 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let u1 ,..., u, be sequences of real numbers defined on I”. 
Then 
Dk(i,..., i + k - l)(m) > 0, 
1 <i<n-k+ 1, 1 <k<n, mEl”-ipk+2 
(2.2) 
ly and only if 
Dk(il ,..., i,)(m) > 0, mEFikf’, (2.3) 
for all sets of indices satisfying 1 < i, -C . < i, <n, 1 < k < n. 
We now obtain results concerning the positivity of determinants of the 
form (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.4, Assume u ,,.., u, satisfy (2.2). Then 
Dk(i ,..., i+ k - 1; m,, m ,..., m) > 0, 
I bidn-k+l, 1 <k<n, a<m,<mEInp’-k+2. 
Proof. The proof employs a double induction on k and m. The asser- 
tion holds for k = 1. For k > 1, assume D’(i ,..., i + l- 1; m, , m ,..., m) > 0, 
l,<i<n-f+ 1, 1 <l<k, a<m,<mEZ”-‘p’--2. Note that by (2.2), 
Dk(i ,..., i+k-1; m,,m, ,..., m,)>O, 1 <i<n-k+ 1, a<m,EF’ -k+2. 
Assume m > m, and that 
Dk(i ,..., i+k- l;m,, p ,..., p)>O, 
l<i<n-k+l, a<m,<p<m. 
Apply Lemma 2.1, withj=2 and b= (A’u,(m- l),..., d’u,(m- 1)). Then 
Dk-‘(i+ 1, it l,..., ii-k-2;m-l,m,...,m) 
x Dk(i ,..., i+k- l;m,, m ,..., m) 
= Dk- ‘(i ,..., i+k-2; m,, m ,..., m) 
x Dk(i+ 1, is l,..., i+k-l;m-l,m,...,m) 
+ Dk-‘(i+ l,..., i+k- l)(m) 
x Dk(i, i+ 1, i+ l,..., i+k-2;m,, m- 1, m ,..., m). 
Note that, by elementary row operations and properties of determinants, 
Dk-‘(i+ 1, i+ l,..., i + k - 2; m - 1, m,..., m) 
= Dkp’(i+ l,..., i+k- l)(m- l), 
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Dk(i+ 1, i+ l,..., i+k-l;m-l,m,...,m) 
= Dk(i+ l,..., i+k)(m- l), and 
Dk(i, i+ 1, i+ l,..., i+k-2;m,,m-l,m ,..., m) 
= Dk(i, i+ l,..., i+k-l;m,,m- l,..., m- 1). 
Thus, by the induction hypotheses, Dk(i ,..., i+ k - 1; m,, m ,..., m) > 0, 
1 <i<n-k+i, a<m, <meI?-’ ~k’2. 
By an induction on j and a similar application of Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume u, ,..., u,, satisfy (2.2). Then 
Dk(i,..., i+ k- 1; m,, m, ,..., m,, m ,..., m) > 0, 
l,<i<n-k+ 1, 1 <j<k, 1 <kkn, 
a<m,,<m,< ... <m,<mEr’+~kt’, 
In particular for a < m, < m, < ... <m, 6 b + n - i - k + 2, 
Dk(i ,..., i+k- 1; m,, . . . . mk)>O, 1 <i<n-k+ 1, 1 <k<n. 
AS a consequence of Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.2, we obtain the 
following: 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume u, ,..., u, satisfy (2.2). Then 
Dk(i, ,..., i,; m, ,..., mk) > 0, (2.4) 
for all sets of indices satisfying 1 <i, < ... < i, 6 n, 1 <k 6 n, where 
a<m,<m,< ... <m,<b+n-i,+l. 
We introduce terminology to be consistent with terminology employed 
by Coppel [ 11 for disconjugacy of linear ordinary differential equations 
and Eloe and Henderson [2] for right disfocality of linear ordinary dif- 
ferential equations. Let u, ,..., U, be sequences of real numbers defined on I”. 
We shall say that u,,..., U, forms a D-Markov system on I” if 
Dk(n - k + l,..., n)(m)>O, mEI’, 1 < k<n. This system is analogous to a 
Markov sysem of n times continuously differentiable functions [ 11. We 
shall say that U, ,..., u,, forms a D-Fekete system on I” if 
Dk(i,..., i + k - 1 )(m) > 0, 
1 <i<n-k+ 1, l,<k<n, mEln-’ k+2. 
This system is analogous to the system employed in Proposition 4 
[ 1, p. 881 and is analogous to the system considered by Muldowney [S]. 
We shall say that ur,..., U, forms a D-Descartes system on I” if 
Dk(i, ,..., i,)(m)>O, mEi+“+‘, for all sets of indices satisfying 
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l<i’< ... < ik < n, 1 <k 6 n. This system is analogous to a Descartes 
system of n times continuously differentiable functions [ 11. 
III. CRITERIA FOR RIGHT DISFOCALITY 
Before we state and prove the main result of this paper, we present two 
preliminary results concerning nodes of finite sequences of real numbers. 
The first result is a discrete version of Rolle’s Theorem and is stated and 
proved by Hartman [4, Proposition 5.11. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that the finite sequence u(l),..., u(j) has N, 
nodes and that the finite sequence Au(l),..., Au( j- 1) has M, nodes. Then 
M,>, N,- 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let u be a sequence of reals defined on I” and let 
k E { l,..., n}. Suppose that A’~‘u has a node at mI, 1 <jr k, where 
a 6 m’ < . . . f mk < b + n - k + 1. Then there exist rti, 1 6 j < k, satisfying 
a6n, d ... <nkbb+n-k+ 1, such that (-l)kp’+l Aj~‘u(n,)~O. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on j. If ml = a, then u(a) = u(m ,) = 0. 
Choose n,=m,=a. If m,>a, then (-l)“u(m,-l)>O or 
(-l)ku(ml-l)<O. If (-l)“u(m’-l)>O, choose n,=m,-1. If 
(-l)ku(m’-l)<O, choose n,=m,. 
Let j > 1 and assume that ni, 1 < id j - 1, have been chosen as follows: If 
mi=a, choose n,=m,=a. If mi>a, choose ni=m,-I if (-l)kpi+’ 
A’-‘u(m,- l)>O, and choose n;=m, if (-l)kpi+’ A’-‘u(m,- l)<O. 
If m, =a, then A’-’ u(a) = A’- ‘u(m,) = 0. Choose n, = mj = a. Suppose 
m,>a and first assume that m,>,n,-,. If (-l)kpj+l Ai-‘u(m,- l)>O, 
choose n =m.-1. If (-l)kpj+l 
Now assume that mj = njpl. 
A’-‘u(m,-l)<O, choose n,=mi. 
Then, since mj>m, -‘>n,-‘, mi=mip,= 
ni~l.Bytheinductionhypothesis,(-l)k~~’~1~f1A~~~‘~~1u(m,~l-1)~0, 
and so, (-l)kpj+2 Aj-2u(mj-1)<0. Since A-je2u has a node at 
mi=m, ,, (-l)k-j+* A ‘-*u(mi) 2 0. Thus, (- l)k-i+Qf-2 u(m,)- 
A’~2u(m,-1))=(-l)k~ii2(A-‘~1u(mj-l))~O.Thatis,(-l)k~~f’A~~’ 
u(m, - 1) < 0. Since A j-‘u has a node at mi, (-l)kpi+’ A’-‘u(m;)>O. 
Choose nj = mj, and this completes the proof. 
We now state and prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.3. The following are equivalent: 
(a) (1.1) is right disfocal on I”; 
(b) (1.1) has a D-Markou system of solutions, u’,..., u,, on I” satisfy- 
ing the partial set of initial conditions 
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A’- lUk(U) = 0, 1 bi<n-k, 
(-l)k~1,4”-%&2)>0, 1 <k<n; 
(3.1) 
(c) (1.1) has a D-Fekete system of solutions on I”; 
(d) (1.1) has a D-Descartes system of solutions on I”; 
(e) u(m) = 0 is the onZy solution of (1.1) such that for each 0 <k 6 
n- 1, u(a)= ... =An-k-‘u(a)=(), Anpk+‘u(m)= ... =Anplu(m)=(), 
a+ 1 <mEI’, and Aneek u has a node at p for some p&{a,..., m}. 
Proof. (a) + (e) and (d) * (c) are clear. We shall show a o c, (c) + (d), 
(e) = (b), and (b) * (c). 
(a)=(c). Assume that (1.1) is right disfocal on I”. Let uy,..., uz 
be a system of solutions of (1.1) on I” satisfying the partial set of 
initial conditions (3.1). Note that Dk (i,..., i+k-l)(m)=0 for 
rnE {a ,..., a+n-i-k} and Dk(i ,..., i+k- l)(a+n-i-k+ l)>O. Now, 
Dk(i,..., i+k-l)(m)#O for a+n-i-k+ 1 <m<b+n-i-k+2, for 
if Dk(i,..., i+k- l)(m)=O, there exists a nontrivial solution 
u=c,uy+ ... +c,uE of (1.1) such that u(a)= ... =A”-k-‘u(a)=O and 
Aip’u(m)= ... =A i+kp2u(m)=0. If i=n-k+ 1, u is clearly a right focal 
solution of (1.1) on I”. If i<n-k+l, then A’-‘u(a)= ... = 
dip ‘u(a + n - i-k) = 0, A’- ‘u(m) = 0. By Proposition 3.1, A’u has at least 
n - i-k + 1 nodes in {a,..., m - 1). Now it follows by repeated applications 
of Proposition 3.1 that u is a right focal solution of (1.1) on I”. 
Now we show that, in fact, 
Dk(i,..., i + k - 1 )(m) > 0, 16i6n-k+l, l<k<n, (3.2) 
a+n-i-k+ 1 <m<b+n-i-k+2 and do so by induction on k. For 
k=l, assume for some m>a+n-i, D’(i)(m)=A’p’u~(m)<O. Since, 
A’-‘uy(a+n- i)>O, A”u has a node in {a+n - i,..., m}. By repeated 
applications of Proposition 3.1 u, is a right focal solution of (1.1) on I”. Let 
k > 1 and assume D’(i,..., i+f-l)(m)>O, l<i<n-Z+l, 1 <I<k, a + n 
--i-l+ 1 <m<b+n-i-1+2.Forsomei~{l,...,n-k+lj, 
suppose that Dk(i,..., i+ k - l)(m) < 0 for some a + n - i - k + 1 < m 
< b + n -i - k + 2. Construct u=c,uy+ ... +c, 1uzm, +uE such that 
A’u(m)= ... =A r+kp ‘u(m) = 0. Note that c1 ,..., ck , can be found since 
Dkpl(i+ l,..., i+ k - l)(m) > 0 by the induction hypothesis. Thus, 0 > 
Dk(i ,..., i + k-l)(m) = (-l)“-’ A’-‘u(m) Dkp’(i+l ,..., i + k -l)(m). 
Hence, (- l)k I A’- ‘u(m) < 0. Note that the initial conditions (3.1) imply 
that (-l)“-‘A’~~‘u(a+n-i-k+l)>O, and so, A’-‘u has a node in 
{a + n - i-k + 2,..., m}. By repeated applications of Proposition 3.1, u is a 
right focal solution of (1.1) on I”. Thus, (3.2) holds. 
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For t 3 0, let u:(m), 1 < i 6 n, be the system of solutions of (1.1) on I” 
satisfying the initial conditions 
A’-‘uk(+(-l)k-’ t”-‘-k+‘/(n-j-k+ I)!, l<i<n-k+l, 
A’- ‘Uk(U) = 0, n-k+26idn, l<k<n, 
where 0’ = 1, so that the system U. p, 1 6 id n, satisfies (3.1). By continuity, 
for t > 0, t sufficiently small, the system of, 1 < i< n, satisfies (3.2). 
Now, for t > 0, consider D”( l,..., n)(a) for the system u; ,..., u;. This is 
precisely the Wronskian determinant for 
yk(t)=(-l)kpl Yk/(n-k)! ldkdn. 
Eloe and Henderson [2] have shown that Dk(i,..., i + k - 1 )(a) > 0, 1 < i < 
n-k + 1, 1 <k 6 n. We shall show below, see (3.3) that for 1 6 i < 
n-k+ 1, 
Dk(i,..., i+k- l)(m+ 1) 
= Dk(i ,..., i + k - 1 )(m) + Dk(i + l,..., i + k)(m) 
k-2 
+ c Dk(i ,..., i+j, i+j+2 ,..., i+k)(m). 
J=o 
Applying Lemma 2.2, we note that Dk(i ,..., i + k - l)(u) + Dk(i + l,..., i 
+ k)(u) + Cf:: Dk(i ,..., i + j, i + j + 2 ,..., i+ k)(u) > 0. It follows by 
induction on m that Dk(i ,..., i + k - l)(m) > 0, 1 d i < n - k + 1, 
1 < k 6 n, a 6 m 6 a + n - i-k. Thus, for sufficiently small t > 0, U: ,..., uk is 
a D-Fekete system of solutions of (1.1) on I”. 
(c)*(a). Let u,,..., u,, be a D-Fekete system of solutions of (1.1) on f’. 
First, note that A”-- I U, does not change sign on I’ since D’(n)(m) > 0 
on I’. Let u=c,u,+c,u,+ ... +ckp,uk-,+uk and assume that A”u 
has a node at m;, 1 <i<k, a<m,< ... <m,<b+n-k+l. Apply 
Proposition3.2 and choose a<n,< ... 6n,-,<b+n-k+l, such that 
nj=mi or nj=mj- 1 and 
(-,)k-I+’ A’- ‘u(n,) b 0, l<j<k-1 
Let nkp, <rncFk+l. Then 
0 < Dk( l,.,., k; n, ,..., nk ~ I, m) 
= Akdlu(m)Dkpl(l ,..., k- 1;n ,,..., nkpl) 
- Akp2U(nk_l)Dkp1(f ,..., k-2,k;n ,,..., n,-,,m) 
+...+(-l)kpLu(n,)Dk-1(2 ,..., k;n, ,..., nk .-,, m). 
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By Lemma 2.2, each determinant Dk ~ ’ in the above cofactor expansion is 
positive. Each nj has been chosen such that 
(-l)k-i+l A’- ‘u(n,) > 0, l<j<k-1. 
Thus, for nkpl 6meFkf’, Akpl u(m) > 0. It also follows by the construc- 
tion in the proof of Proposition 3.2, that if nk ’ = rnkp ‘, then 
dk~‘U(nk_,-l)>O. Thus, A k ~ ‘u does not have a node for m 3 nkp ,. It 
now follows that (1.1) is right disfocal on I”. 
(c) * (d). This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.6. 
(e) + (b). Assume (e) holds and let u,,..., U, be a system of solutions of 
(1.1) on I” satisfying the partial set of initial conditions (3.1). First, note 
that Dk(n - k + l,..., n)(m) # 0 for a <m E I’; for if Dk(n - k + l,..., n)(m) 
= 0, there exists a nontrivial solution u = cl U’ + ... + ckuk such that 
u(a) = . . =A”-k-lu(a)=O, Anpku(m)= ... =Anplu(m)=O. This con- 
tradicts (e). Also note that by (3.1) Dk(n - k+ l,..., n)(a)>O. We prove 
that Dk(n - k + l,..., n)(m) > 0, a < m E I’, 1 <k < n, by induction on k. For 
k = 1, if A”--‘u,(m) = D’(n)(m) < 0 for some a < m E I’, then A”- ‘u’ has a 
node in (u + l,..., m ). This contradicts (e), since u,(a)= ... = 
Aflp2u,(a) = 0. Let k > 1 and assume for 1 <I < k, D’(n - I+ l,..., n)(m) > 0, 
aCmEI’. Assume Dk(n - k + l,..., n)(m) < 0 for some m satisfying 
u<mEI’.Letu=c’u’+.‘. +ckm’U&‘+Uk,wherec’,...,ck_, havebeen 
chosen such that A”--k+1 u(m)= ... =A”-‘u(m)=O. That c ,,..., ckpl can 
be chosen follows from Dk ‘(n-k + 2,..., n)(m) ~0. Then 0 > 
Dk(n - k + l,..., n)(m) = (- l)k ’ A”pku(m) Dk ‘(n -k + 2 ,..., n)(m). Since, 
Dkpl(rz-k+2,...,n)(m)>O, (-l)kp’ A”pku(m)<O. By (3.1), (-l)k-~’ 
A”-ku(u)>O. Thus A npk~ has a node in {a,..., m} which contradicts (e). 
(b) = (c). Let uy,..., r.4: be a D-Markov system of solutions of (1.1) on I” 
satisfying the partial set of initial conditions (3.1). First, we show that 
Dk( i,..., i+k- l)(m)>O, u+n-i-k+ 1 <mEZ’-‘-k+2, 1 ,<i<n-k+ 1, 
1 <k < n. We proceed by induction on k. Since A”- ‘u(m)> 0, m E I’, 
u(u) = ... = A”- ‘u(u) = 0 it follows that D’(i)(m) = A’- ‘u:(m) > 0, 
u+n-i<mEZ+‘+‘, 1 di<~. For k> 1, assume that D’(i,..., i+l- 1) 
(m)>O, u+n-i---l+ 1 <rnEZnp”+‘, 1 <i<n-I+ 1, 1 ,<l<k. Now, to 
show that Dk(i,..., i+k- l)(m)>O, u+n-i-k+ 1 <mEI”-ipk+2, 
1 < id n - k + 1, we induct in i. Since uy,..., @, is a D-Markov system on I”, 
Dk(n- k + l,..., n)(m) >O, u,<m EZ’. Let i<n -k+ 1 and assume that 
Dk(j,...,j+k- l)(m)>O, u+n-j-k+ 1 dmEZ’--‘-k+2, i<j<n-k+ 1. 
For u+n-i-k+ 1 <mEI’p’-k+2, let f(m)=Dk(i,..., i+k-l)(m). 
Then for u+n-i-k+ 1 <mEI’-ipk+l, 
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Af(m) = D’(i,..., i+k-l)(m+l)-Dk(i,...,i+k-l)(m) 
= Dk(i,..., i+ k- l)(m+ 1) 
- Dk(i ,..., i + k - 1; m, m + l,..., m + 1) 
+ Dk(i,..., i+k- l;m,m+ l,...,m+ 1) 
+ ... +Dk(i ,..., i+k-1;m ,..., m,m+l) 
+ Dk( i,..., i+k-l;m,...,m,m+l) 
- Dk(i,..., i + k - 1 )(m) 
= Dk(i + l,..., i + k)(m) 
k-2 
+ 1 Dk(i ,..., i+j, i+j+2 ,..., i+k)(m). 
/=O 
(3.3) 
In (3.3) apply Lemma2.1 to each term Dk(i ,..., i+j, i+j+2 ,..., i+ k)(m), 
0 <j 6 k - 2, with b = (d’+‘uy(m),..., d’+‘ujl(m)). Then 
Dkp’(i+ l,..., i+k- l)(m) 
x Dk(i ,..., i+j, i+j+2 ,..., i+k)(m) 
= Dkp ‘(i,..., i + j, i + j + 2,..., i + k - 1 )(m) 
x Dk(i + l,..., i + k)(m) 
+Dkp’(i+ l,..., i+j, i+j+2 ,..., i+k)(m) 
x Dk(i,..., i + k - 1 )(m). (3.4) 
By the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.2, Dk- ‘(i+ l,..., i+ k - l)(m) 
>O, a+n-i-k+l<mel”p’pk+2, Dk-‘(i ,..., i+j, i+j+2 ,..., i+k-1) 
(m)>O, a + n - i - k + 2 < meI’pipk+2 (with Dkp’(i,.... i+j, 
i + j + 2,..., i+k-1) (a+n-i-k+l)=O), and Dkpl(i+ l,..., i+j, 
i+j+2,..., i+k)(m)>O, a+n-i-k+ 1 <mEZ’p’+kfl. Substitute the 
expansion (3.4) into (3.3) and note that f(m)= Dk(i,..., i+ k- l)(m) 
satisfies the difference equation 
cc(m) df(m) = B(m) + y(m)f(m) 
or 
dm)f(m + 1) = B(m) + (y(m) + dm))f(m), 
where a(m) = Dk- ‘(i + l,..., i+k- l)(m)>O, u+n-i-k+ 1 <m, and 
/I(m)>O, y(m)>O, a+n-i-k+ 1 <mEZ’p’pk+‘. Also note that f(m) 
satisfies the initial condition f(u + n - i - k + 1) = Dk(i,..., i + k - 
l)(u + n - i - k + 1) = Dk(i + l,..., i +k)(u + n - i - k + 1) > 0 
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by evaluating (3.3) at m = a + n - i - k. Now, it can be easily shown that 
the solution of the initial value problem 
a(m).W + 1) = B(m) + (y(m) + dmf)fh), 
f(a+n---k+ l)>O, 
dm), B(m), r(m) > 0, a+n-i-k+ 1 <mEI’p’-k+‘, 
satisfies f(m)>0 for a+n-i-k+ 1 <mEZ’-‘-k+2. Thus, Dk(i,..., i+ 
k- l)(m)>O, a+n-i-k+ 1 <mtzI’-‘pkf2. 
For t 3 0, let u{ ,..., U; be the system of solutions of (1.1) on I” satisfying 
the initial conditions 
l<ibn-k+l, 
d’+‘u,(a) = 0, n-k+2<i<n, 1 <k<n. 
It can be shown, as in the proof of (a)*(c), that for t >O, t sufficiently 
small, 24; ,..., U; forms a D-Fekete system of solutions of (1.1) on I”. 
Remark. If (1.1) has a D-Markov system of solutions on r”, then it does 
not follow that (1.1) is right disfocal on I”. For example, consider 
d2u(m) + u(m) = u(m + 2) - 2u(m + 1) + 224(m) = 0. Let I= (0, 1,2}. Let 24, 
be the solution of the initial value problem d2u + u = 0 on Z, u(0) = -2, 
Au(O) = 1 and let u2 be the solution of the initial value problem d*u + u = 0 
on 1, u(O) =O, Au(O) = - 1. 
0 I 2 3 4 
u, = D’(1) -2 -1 2 6 8 
Au, = D’(2) 1 3 4 2 
u2 0 -I -2 -2 0 
Au2 -I -1 0 2 
D’(L 2) 2 4 8 16 
Thus, u1 , u2 forms a D-Markov system of solutions of d2u + u = 0 on I*. 
However U: u(O)=O, u(l)= 1, u(2)=2, u(3)=2, u(4)=0 is a right focal 
solution of d*u + 24 = 0 on Z* since u(0) = AU(~) = 0. 
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